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General Image of Our Goal in a Far-Future
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We need to image-up and brush-up our earth-environment and human being in a Far-Future, in order to make continuous
efforts to solve our near crisis which consists chiefly of sudden increase of world population and chemical pollution with related
generation of new-type microorganisms. These may clarify the clear aspect to do actions with consensus.

We human being experienced 5 superrevolutions through the histry, namely 1st superrevolution of the Agricultures and pas-
turage, 2nd one of civilized City, 3rd one of Spirits and Cultures, 4th one of Industries and the last one of ICT now on going. The
4th and th last ones provide us the chemical pollutions and confusion of knowledge, respectively. On the other hand, the nation
style changed in one direction into that with democracy. This is clear because the democratic nations increase suddenly from 3
at 19th century to almost 100 nations right now. The democracy is fundamental in considering the war mechanics, as noticed
in Kant’s theory. The last superrevolution provide us a borderless world and less-authorities of nation and nation borders. This
suggests the concept of distance on the earth becomes less meaningful.

All of these implies our Far-Future world is as follows ; SGU, Supergovermental Union, areal 6 or 7 Unions, nations, states
with the collective security systems in each unions like NATO. This model includes the collapse of the incompetent and useless
UN. The new system will concern to control integratedly the world-wide problems such as gross world security, population dis-
tribution, environmental matter and distribution food-energy sources. Our Japanese and governmental affairs should notice the
current of the times mentioned above and make the plan to contribute such world-wide change and current, immediately.


